ANIMAL CONTROL

ACOs investigate complaints regarding domesticated animals in the following circumstances:

- Stray Animals
- Noisy Animals
- Unleashed dogs
- Unlicensed dogs
- Too many animals

- Aggressive / Threatening dogs
- Dog bites to humans
- Fail to remove dog excrement
- Areas prohibited to dogs
- Unsanitary conditions

- Sick / Injured domestic animals
- No water / no ventilation
- Extreme temperatures
- Bees / Poultry / Feeding wildlife

City of Victoria  Victoria Animal Control Services Ltd  (250) 414-0233
Oak Bay  VACS
Esquimalt  VACS

Saanich  Saanich Pound  (250) 475-4321
Saanich Police non-emergency 24/7

Colwood  CRD Animal Control  (250) 478-0624
Langford  CRD
View Royal  CRD
Highlands  CRD
Metchosin  CRD
Sooke  CRD
North Saanich  CRD
Sidney  CRD
Central Saanich  CRD
Juan de Fuca Electoral Areas  CRD

SPCA

- Abuse / Cruelty / Neglect:  domestic or wild animals  1-855-622-7722
- Small Wild Animal Rescue:  sick / injured / orphaned  1-855-622-7722
- Sheltering and Adoption:  unwanted companion animals  (250) 388-7722

SPCA Wild A.R.C.  (250) 478-9453

- Treatment & Rehabilitation of Small Wild Animals

Small Wild Animal means: All wild BIRDS, FAWN, RACCOON, SQUIRREL, RABBIT, MINK, BEAVER, BAT, OTTER, SEAL, MARMOT, VOLE, MOUSE, RAT, TURTLE, FROG, SNAKE. No response to: feral birds/animals

BC CONSERVATION OFFICER SERVICE  1-877-952-7277

- Dangerous Wildlife:  Cougars / Bears / Wolves observed in urban areas
- Aggressive Wildlife:  Any wild animal acting aggressively toward people, or a large carnivore feeding on garbage, pet food, compost; or attacking livestock or a pet.
- Alien Species:  Possession, breeding, or releasing of alien animals (see Controlled Alien Species Act)
- Distressed Deer:  Deer must be immobile or trapped for a Conservation Officer to respond.